
MODIFI
Build, discover, analyze, and optimize - Modifi revolutionizes simple daily

tasks for their users with their codeless programming. The Modifi platform

delivers features ranging from dashboard reporting to machine learning &

AI, equipped for both studio and mobile use. The more people use it, the

smarter the system gets. From janitorial to auto dealerships, Modifi plays a

critical role in improving efficiency and fun. 

Case Study:

MODIFI
Web Portals & Mobile Apps 

Technology 

Growth Startup 

IOS , Andorid , IOT , Node JS ,

Angular JS , MySQL , AWS S3

bucket ,  BeanTalks 

Market: 

Industry: 

Company: 

Technology: 

The Challenge: 

Create "Work Flow" templates with pre set

components . using web platform.

Using IOT to publish the template on

Android and IOS Platforms as mobile

Application.

Augment existing development workforce 

Efficient and timely releases

Team building / culture fit

The Solution: 

GOLS Consulting has proved to be the right

match to combat Modifi 's challenges , working

seamlessly to provide professional Android /

IOS / Node JS developers to their existing

development workforce. GOLS deployed a

team to perform the following duties : 

Development of the Android / IOS based

mobile application 

Upgrade of Legacy system to new and

enhanced mobile app 

Tight Sprints for support and development 

Analytics module to track work flow and

data on web mobule 

Project Live , duration 2 years 

Ensure offshore and onshore development

teams work seamlessly 

The Results: 

Flawless user ready mobile application

Increased efficiency across all business

processes



ABOUT

Modifi 's Studio and Mobile platforms

transform the way we think about

performing simple , day to day tasks . Born

from a vision and a whole lot of passion , they

asked themselves if they would be able to

minimize waste and increase human

efficiency at the same time , Modifi was able

to create a platform that provided tools to

make business processes easier all while

saving the world at the same time. American

families of four discard the equivalent of 400

iPhones of e-waste each year , most of which

is never recovered or recycled. By improving

efficiency and technological processes ,

Modifi has been able to reduce this waste

and simplify human tasks and business

processes simultaneously. 

A Perfect Fit 

To be able to truly actualize their vision ,

Modifi was in need of development services

to provide an immaculate mobile application

for their users . To carry out this vision , GOLS

employed their offshore workforce for the

duration of the project . The project team

consisted of the following : 

Full time role capacity Android developers

based in Delhi , India

Developers performing all duties off-shore

at NSS at the Delhi , India location 

Integration of new technology to enhance

speed and efficiency of the system. 

Excellent ROI on support as India team

manages critical tasks at a reasonable

cost .

Healthy fun loving culture across the

globe 

Account manager from GOLS Consulting

Bothell , WA office available for weekly

updates , devs onboarding , resource

allocations , and limited technical

discussions. 

GOLS CONSULTING


